
Degree-of-Interest Visualization for OntologyExplorationPeter Hüsken and Jürgen ZieglerDepartment of Computer Siene, Faulty of Engineering, University Duisburg-Essen,47048 Duisburg, Germany{huesken, ziegler}�interativesystems.info,WWW home page: http://live.interativesystems.infoAbstrat. In reent years, improvements in semanti web tehnologieshave given us new expressive desription languages for modeling knowl-edge domains � the so alled ontologies. Nevertheless, ontology editorslak of easy and intuitive user interfaes, so that the exploration andreation of ontologies is often too di�ult to be e�ient. In this shortpaper, we introdue a new tree widget whih utilizes sophistiated visu-alization and interation features for ontology exploration and editing asa work in progress study. Due to spae limitations we onentrate hereon the aspet of ontology browsing.1 Visualization and Interation Issues for OntologiesCollaborative development of ontologies is beoming an important ativity invarious sienti� and professional ommunities. In the ontext of the Ontoverseprojet1 we are trying to develop more intuitive user interfaes as well as ol-laboration support for this task. In this paper, we present a novel visualizationtehnique for ontology development.Existing ontology tools, suh as Protege [1℄ onentrate on visualizing thebasi lass hierarhy, whih an be seen as the strutural bakbone of any on-tology by presenting di�erent kinds of tree views. Graph or network visualiza-tions tend to be less informative when showing ontologies with several thousandnodes [2℄. Our e�orts are inspired by the family of Fous+Context tehniques,applying �sheye perspetives that have been introdued by Furnas [3℄. Nodesare automatially displayed or elided aording to the user's omputed degree-of-interest (DOI) as explained in setion 2. In this regard, Card et al. [2℄ desribethe appliation of the DOI onept for tree layouts as logial �ltering of nodes.Their implementation of the Fous+Context tree is ompletely visible withoutthe need to sroll. Showing the whole information struture, leads to distortedvisualizations where many nodes are typially too small to read their labels.In our approah, we also use a distortion-based rendering of the tree whilekeeping the node size at a readable level. As a onsequene, srolling is needed.1 The Ontoverse projet is funded by the Federal Ministry of Eduation and Researh.Projet no. 01C5975



IIWe aim at minimizing the need to sroll however, by providing smart ways tohide parts of the tree that are not relevant in the urrent ontext. To provideFous+Context, the urrently seleted onept is rendered with a larger size.Further we apply a multifoal approah to highlight also other onepts that theuser is probably interested in � those ould be all onepts that are diretlyrelated to the seleted onept by OWL objet properties [5℄. Objet propertiesare represented as direted lines beside the onept hierarhy, whih onnet theseleted onept with other onepts in the ranges of the seleted onept's objetproperties. These so-alled PropertyLines are shown on the right side of �g. 1.Here BioinformatisTask is onneted to the onepts ComputationalMethod andProgram with additional straight lines beside the tree illustration. In this way,the user gets an impression about the semanti interrelations as being part ofthe ontology.

Fig. 1. SmartTree with Fous+Context (left) and Property-Lines (right)As an additional means to redue the omplexity of the visualization, wehave implemented an interative funtion alled Condense & Explode: Afterseleting the line, onneting subtrees with a ommon parent node, every subtreeoutside the fous is faded out (ondensed), representing all hidden subtrees byan elision symbol. Cliking on the line one more will show the full tree again.In this way we an better utilize vertial spae to provide the user with a moresuitable overview of the urrent relevant parts of an ontology. Future versions ofimplementation will apply those interation funtions automatially by makinguse of the DOI onept (see setion 2).2 User AdaptationFor estimating the degree of user interest in a node, we an monitor the observ-able user behaviour and parameters suh as the history of onept seletion. In



IIIorder to estimate the Degree of Interest value (DOI) of every onept represen-tation, we have to distinguish two basi fators:1. A Priori Importane (API). Independent of any appliation ontext the APIvalue of a onept representation depends on the ontology struture and isonstant as long as the given ontology remains unhanged. API values haveto be updated after a new ontology version has been released. We identi�edtwo simple rules for estimating the API value of onept respresentations:� The importane of a onept is the higher the more instanes of theonept exist, beause the frequeny of assertions is a strong indiationfor an importane independent of any user.� The importane of a onept is the higher the more objet propertiesuse the onept as part of their domain or range, beause we supposethat a onept with many objet properties will be used frequently in theonept's related assertions. Again, a high number of assertions probablydenote importane of the onept in question.2. The Distane D(x, SP) between onept x and the onept SP that has thefous (also alled Seletion Point). A larger distane means that onept xis less important. Di�erent types of distanes an be applied. To produe the�sheye e�et, whih is essential to Fous+Context tehniques, the geometridistane Dvis is used. It is usally de�ned as the number of onepts between
SP and x inside the rendered tree layout. The e�et is that the user gets abetter overview of those onepts being lose to the seleted onept. It isalso possible to use a taxonomi distane Dtax as one instane of semantidistane presented by Rada et al. [6℄. To sum up the idea, two assumptionsare made: (a) Conepts are similar (less distant) when the shortest pathbetween them in the taxonomy is brief and (b) onepts at upper levelsof the onept hierarhy are more general and are semantially less similarthan onepts at lower levels. A ombined type of distane is used by Cardet al. [2℄. They assume that a node's importane dereases intrinsially withits path distane to the hierarhy root together with the geometri distaneto the fous node(s).The DOI value for onept x with respet to the onept in fous an bealulated by funtion F :

DOI(x, SP ) = F (API(x),D(x, SP )) (1)Equation 2 shows an example of F . The additional fator β relatively weightsthe distane D (β = 0 : only API(x) is onsidered, β = ∞ : only D(x, SP ) isrelevant, β = 1: both arguments are equally weighted). The arguments API and
D range from zero to one. As a onsequene, the funtion Fβ has the same range.

Fβ(x, y) = (β2+1)·x·y
β2

·x+y
(2)



IV The explorations of interative visualizations an be seen as an iterativeproess, beause the user plans the next steps based on attained information.As a onsequene the sequene of onept seletions has to be followed:
DOIi(x, SPi) =

{

API(x) : i = 0

F (DOIi−1(x, SPi−1),D(x, SPi)) : i > 0
(3)Applying user adaption in this way, fast distant alulations are required,otherwise the SmartTree's performane is a�eted adversely.3 Summary and OutlookIn this paper we have introdued a ustomized tree widget for ontology ex-ploration with new interative funtions. User adaptation an be realized bymonitoring the sequene of user interations, so that those onepts get a higherDOI value that have been seleted reently.We are urrently working on the implementation of Semanti Zooming [2℄:As the display is zoomed in and nodes are expanded past a ertain thresholdtheir ontent hanges. The larger the onept representations are saled the moreinformation items will be shown inside them. This information might ontain thedate, the onept has been added and by whom that has been done.Referenes1. Grosso, W. E., Eriksson, H., Fergerson, R. W., Gennari, J., Tu, S. W., and Musen,M. A.: Knowledge modeling at the millenium (the design and evoulution of protege-2000). Proeedings of the 12th Knowledge Aquisition Workshop (KAW'99) (1999)2. Card, S. K., Nation D.: Degree-of-Interest Trees � A Component of an Attention-Reative User Interfae International Conferene on Advaned Visual Interfaes(2002)3. Furnas, G. W.: The FISHEYE view � a new look at strutured �les. Readings inInformation Visualization: Using Vision to Think (1981) 312�3304. Munzner, T., Guimbretiere, F., Tasiran, S., Zhang, L., and Zhou, Y.: TreeJuxta-poser: Salable Tree Comparision using Fous+Context with Guaranteed VisibilityPro. SIGGRAPH (2003), ACM Transations on Graphis 22(3) 453�4625. Smith, M. K., Welty, C., MGuiness, D. L.: OWL Web Ontology Language Guide.W3C Reommendation (2004), http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide/6. Rada, R., Mili, H., Biknell, E., Blettner, M.: Development and appliation of ametri on semanti nets. IEEE Transations on Systems, Man and Cybernetis(1989) 17�30


